Terminology
(1) (a) My photograph Subject-determiner genitive (b) A photograph of me Of oblique (c) A photograph of mine Oblique genitive (d) One of my photographs Partitive (Payne & Huddleston 2002: 467-478) 
Oblique genitive and subject-determiner genitive
(a) The subject-determiner genitive is definite and occupies the determiner position, while the oblique genitive permits a full range of determiners (e.g. Lyons 1986 : 123, Taylor 1989 :
(2) I was looking for John's book, but I couldn't find it/*one.
(3) a/every/this/no/another book of John's.
Examples of the oblique genitive with the definite article the are generally considered ungrammatical unless they receive restrictive modification (e.g. Jackendoff 1968 ). For Lyons (1985: 123) , the restrictive modification must be post-head. Barker 1998: 679) calls this the anti-uniqueness effect:
(4) a. *I met the friend of John's. b.
I met the friend of John's that you pointed out last night.
Given that the subject-determiner genitive is unnatural when there is similar restrictive modification, there is thus claimed to be a "rough" complementary distribution between the two constructions (Lyons 1985:123) :
(5) a. the book of John's that you borrowed b. *John's book that you borrowed Why "rough"? Lyons does not explain, but consider:
(6) a. the closest friend of John's b.
John's closest friend (b) Nevertheless, there is widespread agreement that the oblique genitive is much more semantically restricted than the subject-determiner genitive. The constraint on the oblique genitive is various expressed, e.g. it must be human (Quirk et al. 1985 (Quirk et al. : 1283 , personal (Quirk et al. 1972: 203) , animate (Lyons 1986 , Taylor 1989 . In terms of semantic relations, Taylor (1989) claims that the oblique genitive works best with "true" possession and various kinds of interpersonal relationship, but also "somewhat marginally" with authorship and attribution. Christianson (1997: 102) counterclaims that authorship and attribution are far from marginal. The semantics of partitive of imposes anti-uniqueness, so that the normal interpretation of (16a) is that John has more than one friend, and (16b) conflicts with world knowledge about motherhood:
(16) a. a friend of John's b.
*a mother of mine However, as Barker himself acknowledges, determiners like this and that do not impose anti-uniqueness in the oblique genitive:
(17) that nose of his As a solution, he proposes that this is a distinct construction, with a third variety of the preposition of.
Syntactic compatibility
The oblique genitive and the subject determiner genitive are syntactically compatible (see also The several attempts to consider the oblique construction as a syntactic variant of other constructions have thus always been doomed. We have an independent construction, as argued by Taylor 1989 , Christianson 1997 , whose properties overlap partially with other possessor constructions. Where do these overlaps actually occur?
Usage based analysis: of mine
There are 842 examples of the string HEAD + of mine in the British National Corpus (BNC) which genuinely reflect the oblique genitive construction. A semantic analysis of the relations between head and dependent NP reveals the following possibilities:
(A) Personal relation: social, work, spiritual (546 examples)
The regular vet -a friend of mine -has gone to live in Australia and he recommended me to the zoo as his replacement.
b.
A past employer of mine used to give himself a gourmet week at home once a year .
c. I have my spirits to confront and he has his realities. I am continually rattled by his insecurity. I can't feel anything substantial in him, anything well-founded about him. Perhaps he'll have to go? No, too cruel. But am I strong enough to watch him trying to fly over things and skim around things and fritter energy and search? He still needs the freedom of a four-year-old, to explore, to laugh suddenly in surprise at the world, to be open, to wander with the secure knowledge of a base to return home to. These ghosts of mine are trying to reveal something to me, but he, I fear, will be cut off from himself, sullied, put down completely by all the conflict at earth level, the materialism, the panic, the meanness, the blocked souls, the rubbish. b.
Had any ancestor of mine been minded to donate works of art to a national institution , he would have chosen a museum or art gallery and assuredly not a university.
(C) Mental product (67 examples)
Includes all things which are ultimately products of the mind of the dependent, whether they take physical form or not.
book (4), letter (3), idea (3), description (1) (24) a. Nelson 's had just issued a short book of mine on Turkey , and he scrutinized it with care , holding it high up and bending back the spine as if to test its durability .
b. But it should also be said that some elements of this description of mine could be taken to characterise the activity, sometimes ominous enough in its human implications, of all imaginative writers, however remote they may be from the dualistic confederacy. If Yorkshire Pudding ever catches on over there it won't be any fault of mine.
b.
It 's a life-long ambition of mine to be a chauffeur and I just want to be given a chance.
(F) Action (18 examples) Cases where the dependent is agent, performing act or activity.
hobby (5) (27) Another hobby of mine in which I have used pressed flowers as a design tool is in cake decorating.
(G) Human interest or concern (21 examplea) It is as though she was deliberately coaxed into that warm and shabby coffee bar by whatever saving force or spirit I can feel ever more strongly in this no longer quite so bleak habitation of mine.
b. Yeah, well my local schools the girls say there 's a football team and they 've done quite well through to the finals so it is en encouraged in in local school of mine.
(L) Verbal noun (2) asking ( So the oblique genitive is indeed largely in complementary distribution with the subject-determiner genitive in this respect.
Examples with the
Four have a post-head restrictive relative or similar:
(35) a. David Helton replies: I agree that there's some quite beautiful romantic poetry in the Bible -a tribute to King James's translators as much as anyone -but the statement of mine that you object to actually read: 'After page one, the Bible is not about raw nature very much.'
b. Scathach and Morthen are the only two children of mine who survived out of a great number .
c. These were probably one of the few things of mine not due to be on show at the First Church of Christ the Spiritualist later this morning .
(35a,b, c with subject-determiner genitives would be unnatural) c.
To the viewers of all televisions, about creatures in the sea where they dwell! Aqua-lung, the brainchild of yours is still playing happily around all nations -Better known as 'Scuba', it is widely used globally, in marine explorations! http://www.wowzone.com/cousteau.htm (poetry)
